
The Effect Of Infant 
Nutrition On Celery 
Plants



Introduction

When humans are babies we give them milk and vitamins to help them 
grow.  Do baby plants need the same things to grow better and quicker? 
What would happen if I fed a baby plant milk or gave it infant vitamins?    

We all know that plants need water and sunlight to grow.  Plants that live 
in soil also take up nutrients through their roots.  In this experiment I 
grew three plants that got nutrients this way.   One plant only got 
nutrients available in water and soil.  One plant got its nutrients from 
water, soil, and infant vitamins.  The last plant got its nutrients from 
water, soil, and milk.

 Let's find out what happened.                                                                                                                                                             

Plant C (Photo: mine)

How plants get nutrients (photo: 
The Science Book, page 182)



Research Question

Will a celery plant grow better with just water, 

milk and water, or water and infant vitamins?

Hypothesis:

I think the one with water and milk will grow 

the best because the milk might give it more 

nutrients than just water.

Plants A, B and C (Photo: mine)



Procedure
1. Plant three young celery plants that are the same size 

in identical containers
2. Label them A, B, and C 
3. Plant A receives 50 ml of water each day
4. Plant B receives 50 ml of water and 0.5 ml of Poly Vi 

Sol (which is an infant vitamin) each day
5. Plant C receives 50 ml of water and 5 ml of whole milk 

each day
6. Measure the tallest leaf on each plant each day for 

three weeks and record
7. Interpret results

Measuring tallest leaf (Photo: my mom)

● All my plants get the same soil, 
sunlight and water

● Plant A is my control 
● My variables are Poly Vi Sol and 

milk
Materials (photo: mine)



My Materials 
Poly Vi Sol is a liquid infant vitamin.

I used organic whole milk.

They contain the vitamins and 

minerals listed here.

Nutrition facts from the Enfamil website. 
https://www.enfamil.com/products/enfamil-poly-vi-sol-iron/

Milk Nutrition Facts (Photos: mine)



Results

● Plant A grew 11.4 
cm in three weeks

● Plant B grew 6 cm 
in three weeks

● Plant C grew 7.8 
cm in three weeks

Me recording in my lab 
notebook (photo: my mom)



Discussion and Interpretation 

My results showed that the plant with only sunlight, soil and 

water did the best. It grew the most centimeters in height 

over three weeks. The plant with soil, sunlight, water and 

Polyvisol did the worst after three weeks. It was yellow, wilted 

and dying.  The plant with soil, sunlight, water and milk grew 

okay, but not the biggest or tallest. 

Based on my data I conclude that… BABY PLANTS DON’T 

NEED THE SAME THINGS AS BABY HUMANS!

Plant B with dying 
leaves (photo: mine)

Plant C doing okay 
(photo: mine)



Discussion and Interpretation 
I already knew that plants get nutrients from soil to help them 

grow. When I put milk and Poly Vi Sol in the soil, the celery 

plants absorbed them through their roots but they didn’t help 

the plants grow. 

I learned that infant nutritional needs don’t necessarily work 

on baby plants.

How plants get nutrients (photo: The 
Science Book, page 182)



Implications

If farmers thought  that infant vitamins help plants grow then 

they might use them to help plants grow, but infant vitamins 

don’t help plants grow.  And actually infant vitamins can harm 

the plant. 

When humans put things into the soil ( like vitamins or milk) it 

can harm plants. We should be careful what stuff we put into 

the soil.  This is part of taking care of the Earth! 

What I would do next 
time:

● Use different plants 
● Use different 

amounts of  infant 
vitamins

Earth (Photo from: 
https://www.nationalgeographic.or
g/encyclopedia/earth/)
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